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CIT-Y OF
OFFICE OF ÏHE MAYOR
215 City Hall
Philadelphia, PA 19107
(215) 686-2181
FAX (215) 686-2180

December 10.2010

The Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence
Bruner Foundation, Inc.
130 Prospect Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02 139

To Whom It May Concern:

We are excited to submit our application for the 2011 Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence
on behalf of the City of Philadelphia's Shissler Recreation Center Revitalization Project. The
Shissler Recreation Center, a model for community involvement and environmental
responsibility, exemplifies the Rudy Bruner Award's ethos of the successful interplay of
processes, places and values.

Our application is divided into the following sections:

1. Project Data
2. Project At-A-Glance
3. Project Description
4. Public Agency Perspective Sheet: Mike DiBerardinis
5. Community Representative Perspective Sheet: A.J. Thompson
6. Consultant Perspective Sheet: Sandy Salzman
7. Designer Perspective Sheet: David Elliott
8. Visual Representation of the Project

o Big Green Block: Shissler Master Plan
o Green Connection: Shissler to the River
o Before and After Photographs

9. Award Use

Thank vou for vour time and consideration.

PHII-,{D EI-PI{IA
MICHAEL A. NUTTER

Mayor
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PROJECT DATA
Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. lf the forms are not
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each
answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

NOTE: This sheet and a selected image will be sent to the Committee in advance.

proiect Nu." Shiaaler Recreation Center
Locarion 

1800 Blair St, Philadelphia, PA 19125

Owner City of Philadelphia, Parks and Recreation Department

Proisct use(g) fecreational Park

Proiect 5¡tu 5'6 acres $1.2 million
loml ueveloDment (-osl

Annual Operating Budget (if appropriate) $253,000

Date lnitiated 71112009 percent Completed by December 1, 2010 100%

Proiect Completion Date (if appropriate) 6/2412010

Attach. if you wish, a líst of relevant proiect dates

Application submitted by:

Nun." Thê Honorable MichaelA. Nutter ,,.t" Th" Mayor of the City of Philadelphia

Orsanization City of Philadelphia

Address 225 City Hall
Citv/State/Zia Philadelphia, PA 1 91 07

Telephone e15 ) 686-2181 Fax (215 1 686_2555

f_ma¡l suzârne.beimiller@phila. gov
Weekend Contact Number (for notificatio 

"¡. 
215-300-2270

Perspective Sheets:

Organization Telephonde-mail

publicAgencies DePartment of Parks and Recreation, Michael DiBerardinis, 215-683-3666/Michael.DiBerardinis@phila.gov

Arch itecr/Des.nnu,. Philadelphia Horlicultural Society, Brian Cox, 267 -270-2269lbcox@Pennhort.org

Name

Developer

professional Consultanr New Kensington Community Development Corporation, Shanta Schachter, 215-427-03501

SSchachter@nkcdc.org

Community 6roro Fishtown Athletic Glub, Dave Dougherty, 215-423-1659/dave@fishtownac.org

Other

Please indicate how you learned of the Rudy Bruner Award for lJrban Excellence. (Check all that apply).
tl Direct Mailing E Magazine Announcement E Previous Selection Committee member E Other (please specify)
Ø Professional glPrevious RBA entrant E Online Notice

Organization E Bruner/Loeb Forum

post on the
submit the

Foundation web sites, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to
'tón and all attached ls and to grant these rights and permissions.

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, and to
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Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each 
answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

NOTE: This sheet and a selected image will be sent to the Committee in advance.

Project Name

Address City/State/ZIP

1. Give a brief overview of the project.

 

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence ? (You may wish to consider such factors as: effect on the       
  urban environment; innovative or unique approaches to any aspect of project development; new and creative approaches to urban       
  issues; design quality.)

PROJECT AT-A-GLANCE
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each 
answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

1.  Describe the underlying values and goals of the project. What, if any, signifcant trade-offs were required to implement the project?

2.  Briefly describe the project’s urban context. How has the project impacted the local community? Who does the project serve? How
     many people are served by the project?

13



3.  Describe the key elements of the development process, including community participation where appropriate.

5.  Is the project unique and/or does it address significant urban issues? Is the model adaptable to other urban settings?

PROJECT DESCRIPTION (CONT’D)

4.  Describe the financing of the project. Please include all funding sources and square foot costs where applicable.

14
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Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each 
answer should be limited to the area provided.

Please separate this page from the rest of the application. Award Use should be submitted in a sealed envelope along with the application 
materials. It will not be used in judging entries or be seen by members of the Selection Committee.

Please describe how Award monies will be used to benefit the project.  (The Award check will be made out to the Applicant unless otherwise 
specified.)

** This statement should be signed by the applicant. Photocopies or facsimile copies of the statement with original signature is acceptable.   
  Award Use statement should be submitted in a sealed envelope along with the application materials. 

Name and Title

AWARD USE

Date

34
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE
Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of 
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

This sheet is to be filled out by a design professional who worked as a consultant on the project, providing design, planning, or other services. 

Name Title

Organization Telephone   (          )

Address City/State/ZIP

Fax   (          ) E-mail

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions.

Signature Date

1. Describe the design concept of this project, including urban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc.

2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design.

28
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3. Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design trade-offs or compromises required to complete the project.

4.  Describe the ways in which the design relates to its urban context.

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)

29
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PU B LIC ACENCY PERSPECTIVE

Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. lf the forms are not
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of
each answer should be l¡mited to the area provided on the original form.

This sheet is to be filled out by a staff representative of a public agency directly involved in the financing, design review, or public approvars
that affected this project.

Name MichaelDiBerardinis Title Commissioner of Parks and Recreation

,r,¡on Department of Parks and Recreation

Fax (215 ¡ 683-3599 E-mait Michael.DiBerardinis@phila.gov
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the
application a¡d all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions.

1 . What role did your agency play in the development of this project? Describe any requirements made of this project by your agency
(e.g., zoning, public participation, public benefits, ¡mpact statements).

Philadelphia Parks and Recreation was the lead facilitator and manager of the project. Parks and Recreation
managed the efforts of various stakeholders, oversaw the process to ensure the project stayed on time and on
budget, solicited the participation of the contributing agencies, and communicated with stakeholders and residents
to keep all parties informed on the progress of the project. The Department also provided operating and capital
improvement funding to the project, and worked with other departments in order to identify funding to keep this
project mov¡ng forward.

For the project, it was important to us that the center meet the Park & Recreation's standards for facilities to be
safe, clean and fully functional. Before the project began, Shissler failed in all three areas.

We also wanted this park to serve as pilot for how we could move fonryard two different goals that the City had set
for itself - increasing green space in Philadelphia by 500 acres by 2015, and reducing the amount of runoff
handled by the sewer systems by 50%.

ln addition, we wanted to be sure that there was active public participation in the design and creation of the new
space.

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-offs and compromises were required to implement the project? How
did your agency participate in making them?

This project was designed to serve as a pilot that shows that neighborhood parks can make a tremendous impact
on the local environment and provide a modelfor how Philadelphia can become the greenest city in America. lt
would also ensure that the Department was meeting its commitment to provide clean, safe and fully functional
facilities that ensure children and adults have the opportunity to be active, healthy and connected to their
communities, parks, recreation centers and the natural world.

The toughest trade-off in this economic environment is always Gentered around money. When the economy is
sufferíng and tax revenues are down, it may be hard to make the case to commit more resources in what are seen
as non-essential services such as parks. We did make some strategic decisions on how allocate our resources in
this project, concentrating our resources in particular sections of the center and lay¡ng the groundwork for future
investment in other. ln the end, though, this challenge actually became an oppoftunity, because it meant that we
needed work collaboratively with other organizations and residents, and make a very strong case for why this
project was so important. The result is that the stakeholders feel a much stronger sense of ownership for the
center, which we believe will translate into greater investment in the center by the community going forward.

a

Address 1515 Arch Street, 10th Floor citv/srate/Ztp 
philadelphia, pA, ig1o2-1s87

t-
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3. Describe the project’s impact on your city. Please be as specific as possible.

4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnerships? Are there aspects of this project that would be instructive to         
 agencies like yours in other cities?

   

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project?

PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)

The impact on the city is almost immeasurable.

For the neighborhood around the center, this project ensures a safer, cleaner and better functioning recreation
center, increased access and connectivity to green space, expanded recreational opportunities, fewer chances of
storm runoff ending up flooding their basements, an expanded tree cover that helps to keep the neighborhood
cool in the summer, new public art projects and a general increase in the neighborhood amenities that promote
positive socialization and economic revitalilzation.

For the city, it means we now have a proven model for how we can increase green space and reduce stormwater
runoff through low-tech solutions. This model will be replicated throughout the city, so that eventually every
resident will have access to greenspace within a ten minute walk of their home, there will be more trees, cleaner
air and cleaner water. In addition, the City of Philadelphia and by extension the taxpayers will avoid hundreds of
millions in costs by not having to rebuild our sewer system infrastructure.

The project created exciting new partnerships with community organizations and foundations. We tried to think
creatively about who should be involved in this effort. Organizations that are not always involved in these types of
projects, like the local athletic association, came to the table and became a vital partner.

Perhaps one of the most impactful is the relationship that has been developed between the Water Department and
the Department of Parks & Recreation. This project really clarified how the goals of our two organizations are
interconnected, and by working together, we can move those goals forward much more effectively. This is a
partnership that we will continue to strengthen as we identify more opportunities like this.

This is a model that can be easily replicated anywhere, but it perhaps would be most useful to cities with aging
infrastructure.

The most successful aspects of this project were creating a successful collaboration, providing community
residents with tangible improvements, and creating an integrated system involving street improvements, bike trails,
and parks that models green innovations.

In creating a successful collaboration, the Department provided a model of how community engagement can
improve the outcome of a project. This project did not just meet one group's goals but the goals of a diverse range
of stakeholders, each who brought different skills and strengths to the design and execution of the project.

In providing community residents with tangible improvements, the Department proved that it is possible to be
"green" and future-focused while maintaining a mission centered on improving residents' lives. The Department
never forgot what it is supposed to do, which is provide parks and recreation.

Unfortunately, the least successful aspect is that the Department could not fully engage the Philadelphia School
District (PSD) in the vision of the project. The New Kensington High School sits on the North side of the recreation
center, and we had hope to involve them in the planning process. Since the success of this project, we have been
able to better engage PSD and expect them to become more active partners going forward.
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COMMU N ITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE

Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. lf the forms are not
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

This sheet is to be filled out by someone who was involved, or who represents an organization that was involved, in helping the project
respond to neighborhood ¡ssues.

Name Dave Dougherty Procir'lont
Title ' '""''""'

orqarrization Fishtown Athletic Club Teteohone ( 215 \ 423-1659

Address Berks & Blair Streets Ciïv/Sraïe/Ztp Philadelphia, P A 19125

application and all attacE:d materials and to grant these rights and permissions

rn* (NA ) t_.r,¡ dave@fishtownac.com

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to subnrit the

1. How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play?

The Fishtown Athletic Club has worked to improve the Shissler Recreation Center for a number of years, and has
partnered with the City of Philadelphia's Department of Park and Recreation to figure out a way to move the project
fon¡¡ard.

We led many of the efforls to involve the community in this project by encouraging neighbors to attend planning
discussions with City representatives, and to become part of the improvement project through participation in
neighborhood tree planting and helping to design and create a new mural that is part of the park.

We also organized extensive lobbying efforts to encourage City Councilmembers Darrell Clarke and Maria
Quinones-Sanchez to understand the value of this effort and invest in this project, which is vitai to the neighborhoods
that they represent. They each contributed $150,000 to the project.

2. Froln the community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project?

Shissler Rec center is an important asset to the neighborhood that is heavily used for sports and other community
building activities. Unfortunately, the upkeep of the facility did not keep pace with community needs and the assets at
the rec center were rundown. The athletic field was made of cinders, the play equipment needed repair, the parking
lot was adjacent to a dumping ground, there was no grass and few trees. Shissler Recreation Center did not come
near to the Philadelphia Park & Recreation's newly adopted standards for facilities to be safe, clean and fully
functional. Something had to change -- the neighborhood deserved better.

Our rec center ties the community together and it was important to us that it be a place that people wanted to be. We
wanted to improve the center to make it a place where families and neighbors could spend time and feel safe letting
their kids play there. We wanted our neighbors to feel just as proud of the rec center as they do about their homes and
neighborhood. That is why we thought it was so important to involve people in the design process and get them
excited about the changes coming to Shissler.

One of the biggest challenges for this project was finding funding. This is a tough time to be looking for money,
especially from the government, when improving a recreation center might seem like a luxury no one can afford. The
City worked with us to build this project to their broader goals, and we worked with a number of organizations in the
neighborhood and across the City that understood the impact of this work and were able to make an investment in this
project.

L6
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3. Has this project made the community a better place to live or work? lf so, how?

This is one of the most transformative things I have ever seen.

Our kids can now play sports on a safe, natural grass field and keep cool in the renovated spray park during the
summer. The trash dump adjacent to the parking lot has been permanently removed and the space was converted to
a new lawn and pathway connecting the site to adjacent street. New paths were added that create more access to
the rec center and also opens up the park so it is more enjoyable for everyone. lt is much more inviting and nicer to
be in. lt is a clean and safe place to spend time and relax. People are proud of this rec center and have even greater
pride in the neighborhood.

It makes our neighbors feel a stronger connection to each other and to this area.

4. Wotrld you change anything about this project or the development process you went through?

The only thing I would change is that I wish we could have done it sooner.

v



































Big Green Block

Description: Stormwater management, streetscape 
improvements, pathways, energy effi ciency retrofi ts, and fi eld 
improvement in and around Shissler Recreation Center.
Partners: Philadelphia Department of Recreation, Fairmount 
Park, PHS, NKCDC, PWD, Councilman Clarke, Councilwoman 
Sanchez and Mural Arts Program
Status: Plans fi nalized. Phase 1 construction to be completed by 
September 2010 with fi eld
 improvements completed in Spring 2011.
Funding: $950,000 in leveraged capital

CAPA High School

Description: First LEED Platinum High School in the region.
Partners: Philadelphia School District, Youth United for Change, 
Offi ce of Councilwoman Sanchez, Philadelphia Education Fund, 
NKCDC, FNA, EKNA, Empowerment Zone
Status: To be completed by August 2010

Palmer Park

Description: Existing park, owned and 
managed by Fairmount Park. New benches and pedestrian 
fi xtures.

Columbia Ave Tree Plantings

Description: Street Tree Plantings
Partners: PHS, Fairmount Park
Status: Spring 2010 planting

Stormwater Intersection: Columbia and 
Thompson

Description: Design and build model
stormwater intersection at Columbia and Thompson
Partners: NKCDC, PWD, PHS, DEP
Status: Funding approved. Date of 
completion: 2011
Funding: $200,000 ($120,000 capital plus in-kind services)

Corridor Gateway: Columbia and Girard

Description: Streetscape improvements on Girard and a gateway 
at Girard and Columbia. Gateway designed by Studio Bryan 
Hanes.
Partners: NKCDC, Neighborhoods Now, 
Preservation Alliance, Mural Arts, Girard 
Avenue Coalition, PHS, PWD, Fairmount Park, Department of 
Recreation, and Studio Bryan Hanes
Status: Funding secured. Construction 
expected in December 2010
Funding: $300,000 in capital leveraged
 

Penn Treaty Park

Description: New master plan for Penn Treaty Park
Partners: Led by Fairmount Park with 
support from Friends of Penn Treaty Park, PHS, William Penn 
Foundation, DCNR, FNA, Penn Praxis, NKCDC, and Studio Bryan 
Hanes

Norris Street Connection

Description: Streetscape improvements to create safer 
pedestrian environment between the EL and Frankford Ave
Partners: NKCDC, PA Elm Street Program, 
Mural Arts Program, PHS, Phila Weed and Seed, PIDC, 
NeighborWorks America and the City of Philadelphia 
Commerce Department
Status: Mural, garden, and tree trenches completed
Funding: $213,000 in funding leveraged

Konrad Square

Description: New furniture and plantings and new stormwater 
management system with stormwater tree trenches.
Partners: Friends of Konrad Square, PHS, PWD, DCED, Offi ce of 
Councilman DiCicco
Status: Completed.
Funding: $100,000

Garden Center

Description: NKCDC’s Garden Center serves as a neighborhood 
resource in greening efforts.

Frankford Avenue Streetscapes

Description: Implement streetscape designs and improvements 
between York and
Columbia.
Partners: NKCDC, City of Philadelphia Streets Department, 
Commerce Department, LISC, Hometown Streets, DVRPC, 
PennDOT
Status: Ground breaking scheduled for July 2010. Expected 
completion by December 2010.
Funding: $3,300,000 in leveraged capital

Hetzel Field

Description: Revitalized playing fi eld for youth, owned by the 
Department of Recreation
Partners: Fishtown Athletic Club, Dept. of Recreation, School 
District of Philadelphia
Status: Completed
Funding: $70,000

Hetzel & Adaire Stormwater Tree Trenches

Description: Stormwater management tree trenches in front of 
Adaire School and Hetzel Field
Partners: PHS, Dept. of Recreation, School District of Phila
Status: Will be fi nished by June 2010

Fishtown Recreation Center

Description: Existing recreation center, owned and managed by 
the Philadelphia Department of Recreation

Art and Intrigue

Description: Artistic interventions to draw 
people down Girard Ave to the Delaware River. Two murals on 
Girard will help map the way and temporary art components 
will follow down Columbia.
Partners: NKCDC, Mural Arts Program, and Fishtown Area 
Business Association
Status: Temporary ‘wheatpaste’ mini designs have been 
distributed to property owners along the route. Full murals to 
be completed by September 2010.
Funding: $100,000
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GREEN CONNECTION: SHISSLER TO THE RIVER
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Lawn restoration

Re-striped parking lot
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New gateway hinge
New sidewalk and curb
New wood fence
New driveway
Murals
Rain gardens

Improved spray park
New entry sign
Access to Berks Station
New sports field
Stormwater trenches
Green Streets
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BIG GREEN BLOCK: SHISSLER MASTER PLAN
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	POG Project Name: Shissler Recreation Center 
	POG Address: 1800 Blair Street
	POG City/State/Zip: Philadelphia, PA 19125 
	POG Project Overview: The revitalization project at the Shissler Recreation Center is prime example of how to knit city services into the fabric of tattered neighborhood to strengthen both the neighborhood and the center.   It also a model for green, sustainable growth, and proof that sustainability can help improve our environment and neighborhoods while still being a smart investment of limited government resources.  This change is thanks to a major planning and reinvestment effort led by a partnership between government, private businesses and philanthropic organizations to change the way Philadelphians thinks about their neighborhood parks.  Strong collaborations like the one seen at Shissler Recreation Center has put Philadelphia on the path to becoming the greenest city in America.The park was designed both with the goals of improving the recreational options for the local community and improving the storm water drainage system.  The enhancements at Shissler Recreation Center include a new athletic field, construction of a pervious surfaced parking lot, creation of rain gardens and tree trenches for storm water management, enhanced recreational programming and significant site improvements. In conjunction with the programming improvements, this park epitomizes the City's integrated sustainability approach to redevelopment.  
	POG Self-Evaluation: The redesign and revitalization of Shissler Recreation Center is not only an exciting model for innovative approaches to greening, design and community collaboration, it has had a transformative impact on how the neighborhood around the park thinks about itself.  This has become a model for how to transform our park system so that residents throughout Philadelphia have easy access to parkland and greenspace -- not just concrete -- while at the same time, it addresses the challenges of the city's aging stormwater infrastructure.Specifically, this project provides a solution for how the City's combined sewer system can effectively handle stormwater.  This park includes low-tech but innovative, high-results green design that ensure that all elements of the drainage system are incorporated into the park's design, reflecting nothing short of a revolution in approach to the development and implementation of green infrastructure.   This park improves recreational offerings in its surrounding urban environment while also addressing the crucial problems of the City's aging sewer systems.  This project is also a testament to the benefits of a collaborative process engaging all community stakeholders.  The revitalization project was a communal effort between City agencies, non-profits, community-based organizations and neighborhood residents.  This project was made possible thanks to funding from the City Water Department, the Recreation Department, community organizations, philanthropic foundations and members of City Council who understood the importance of this project to the community and to Philadelphia.  The park design and programming also was developed through conversations with residents of the area to create a broader vision for the neighborhood, of which the park is an integral piece. In addition, the project has helped to connect the working class Fishtown neighborhood to the river and the rest of the city through a network of bike paths and other "green connections" that run through the park and radiate out to other areas.
	PD Values and Goals: Green ribbons were worn by all for the unveiling of the redeveloped Shissler Recreation Center.  The symbolism of the green ribbon reflects the underlying values of the project: unity and commitment to a greener future.  The unity ethos is demonstrated by the clear emphasis on making this project a collaborative effort.  Many different city agencies, non-profits, community-based organizations and residents worked together to help make this project a reality.  City agencies cut through bureaucracy to worked across departments to address park restoration and drainage system replacements simultaneously - creative thinking that maximized resources and enabled more sustainable development.  The goal of the project was to transform a park into a better community resource and to make a positive contribution to our economic and environmental future.  The process of collaboration does come with some trade-offs.  The process took longer because of the commitment to engaging a diverse group of stakeholders.  However, when discussing trade-offs, the common assumption is that the commitment to green design would increase costs.  This project proves the opposite true - the more "green" the design, the less the cost to the city.  The traditional, "non-green," approach to storm-water maintenance would have seen the City expanding sewage plants and adding new tunnels under streets at the cost of hundreds of millions of dollars to City taxpayers.  The "green" approaches of low-tech rain gardens, green roofs, new trees, and porous paving have proven to be a successful and substantially more cost effective measure of managing the millions of gallons of rainwater that overwhelm the city sewer system when it rains.  The picture of the green ribbons that day (tied on trees, lamp posts, doors and signs along the newly established “Green Ribbon” linking Shissler Recreation Center to the Delaware River) is a powerful, visual reminder of the City's commitment to a green future. 
	PD Urban Context: Shissler Recreation Center is located in the heart of the area known as "Fishtown", a neighborhood in northeast Philadelphia.  The name "Fishtown" is derived from the area's former role as the center of the shad fishing industry on the Delaware River.  A traditionally working class, riverfront neighborhood of 50,000 with about 7,000 children under 10 years old, the close-knit community of Fishtown has historically had lower rates of college attainment, household income, and significantly higher rates of unemployment than the rest of the city and the nation.  The old park was a symbol of the way this neighborhood has been failed -- trash littering the playground, a barbed-wire fence outlining the space, and a unsafe space where petty crimes was a common occurrence.The Shissler Recreation Center demonstrated the difficulties that the community has faced over the years; the revitalization of the park reflects the promise of a new era for the neighborhood and gives its residents a renewed sense of pride.  The new park and recreation center -- with its green connection pathway that link this project to the river -- helps to knit the neighborhood with the rest of the city.  Signs and ribbons throughout the park encourages residents to explore the green spaces that radiate out from the park.This project also serves the entire city of 1.5 million people by providing a model for a low-tech solution to addressing the challenges of our aging sewer system.  Replacing paving with planted and porous surfaces is a key strategy for taming runoff, which will pay environmental dividends for the entire region by keeping polluted water from rivers and streams as well as reducing stormwater backups that flood basements.  The work done at Shissler will be replicated in neighborhood parks throughout the city, multiplying its impact.  In addition, programming offered at the recreation center focused on environmental education further reinforces this effort and we hope this will create a new generation of residents who understand the role of our natural resources and prioritize sustainable choices.
	PD Development Process: Key elements of the development process where identifying resources, the design and the implementation.  Each part involved active community participation.Identifying resources required outreach to numerous organizations that might be impacted in the project, including government officials, community development organizations, environmental organizations and neighborhood groups.  The project had a diverse set of goals, which helped to encourage investment from a number of different types of groups.During the design phase, the staff at the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society (PHS) led the process to ensure that it address the community's needs for recreation space as well as meeting key environmental goals.  We held a monthly partnership meeting to address specific issues, collect public feedback and ensure that the project was moving forward with all partners involved.During the implementation phase, we reached out to the community to help with tree plantings and rec center clean ups.  The Mural Arts Program also held community outreach meetings to discuss and develop mural design.  The result was a new recreation center, completed on time and on budget, that energized the area community and the city about what is in store for the future of our neighborhoods.
	PD Financing: The project in total cost $1.23 million.  This paid for capital improvements worth about $1 million, including energy renovations, field replacement, tree work, improved safety features, and the installation of new stormwater management technologies such as rain gardens.  An additional $231,000 was spent on programming for the center, including environmental education, Outward Bound programs, and the community-driven creation of a mural with the city's internationally recognized Mural Arts Program.This funding came from a number of sources:Mayor Michael Nutter, Councilwoman Maria Quinones-Sanchez, and Councilman Darrell Clarke together contributed $475,000 for the field replacement and safety improvements.The Philadelphia Water Department, the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society and the New Kensington Community Development Corporation invested $400,000 to pay for rain gardens, parking lot resurfacing, stabilization of property, and the creation of new pathways.The Department of Parks and Recreation contributed nearly $120,000 to enable safety improvements, and to make improvements to the Recreation Center such as energy renovations, new gym doors, and new score boards for the soccer field.  In addition, they provided $30,000 to support new programming.The Mural Arts Program helped with the creation of the new mural, contributing $160,000 to the project.
	PD Uniqueness/Adaptability: The revitalization of the Shissler Recreation Center is a creative, innovative idea that can easily be taken to scale.  The park's green approach specifically addresses two prevalent urban issues: lack of recreational space and storm water drainage problems.  Its answers to both questions are ground-breaking, but entirely cost-effective.  Jon Capacasa, regional director of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), said that the city's storm water management plan presents a bold, innovative approach to reducing drainage requirements and improving water quality. He called it “the most significant use of green infrastructure I've seen in the country; the largest scale I've seen."  Philadelphia has already started taking this approach to scale with two new parks scheduled for similar green renovations. To integrate stormwater elements in design requires thinking about how stormwater can be used as a resource to irrigate landscapes and recharge the water table rather than hustling stormwater down the nearest drain.  With creative planning, other urban centers could adapt this method to suit their needs.  The ingenuity of this approach is really its simplicity.  Careful, innovative planning begets extraordinary results.  Philadelphia is leading the way in green infrastructure because of our unique commitment to a green; other urban settings could easily follow suit and appropriate this successful model.  
	Award Use Narrative: The Award monies would be an amazing, transformative benefit to the continued development of the Shissler Recreation Center.  It would be used to create further program improvements.  Potential projects including:-- State-of-the-art sprayground, including a push-button activator for the sprayground elements ensures that water is only on when people are present. This simple activator replaces a typical fountain timer and requires no additional maintenance. -- Enhanced programming at the redeveloped athletic fields, including the support of children's intramural sports leagues and environmental programming.-- More native trees: planting of additional trees to shade the site, reduce reflected glare, and define use areas while breaking the impact of raindrops, absorbing water through their roots, and releasing water vapor back into the atmosphere through their leaves. -- More game tables, and seating and dining areas: increased areas for families to spend time, all shaded by foliage.-- Further investment in the Neumann property on the site.
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	AD Design Concept:      PHS designed a project south of the Shissler Rec Center building, to rejuvenate, re-activate, and enrich the space.An overgrown field, an unsightly fence with razor wire, and much trash were removed; deteriorated sidewalk and curb were replaced; and the parking lot was resurfaced.     A new sidewalk was added. A new path was built through a formerly disused and inaccessible parcel. A parking lot was reconfigured and a portion of it replaced with planted storm water basins, which will safely infiltrate the 100-year storm runoff from a sizable drainage area that formerly flowed directly to the overburdened combined sewer system.     Attractive, 3-foot wooden fences were placed around the vehicular areas, with 6’ openings at intervals so that motorists looking to dump trash will not have access to the green areas, while the fence will remain porous to pedestrians and mowers.     Maintenance failures rapidly degrade new landscape investments. Therefore, to facilitate  ease of maintenance, there is simplicity in the planting plan; uncomplicated lines throughout the design; and generous widths where maintenance equipment needs to go.       The parcel with the new path was otherwise left as a blank canvas. The path is asphalt, and no trees were planted there; thus the project created access to and circulation through the space, activating it, while at the same time leaving its future wide open to the community's imagination for a new project.     Also in consideration of future work, the stormwater basins, in coordination with the Philadelphia Water Department (PWD), were sized to manage runoff volumes in excess of those from the Shissler project. PWD will now be able to route additional runoff from the adjacent street into the basins in an upcoming project.
	AD Programmatic:      The basic work of removing trash, weeds, and fences was crucial in establishing renewed pride, optimism, and sense of place among the people in the community. The messages were loud and clear: “This is no longer anyone’s dumping ground;” “There is nowhere here to lurk, creep, or conceal unhealthy activity anymore;” “We care about this place and so do our neighbors, partners, and government.”     The new sidewalk and parking lot directly improved circulation and safety. But they also do more, strongly defining an important edge; creating a reassuring orderliness; and dramatically increasing the legibility of the space.     The path through the formerly closed parcel created a very valuable pedestrian connection, on the smaller scale between two important nodes – the Rec Center and a great neighborhood park; and on the larger scale as a key piece of the route from a major transit stop to the riverfront and its neighborhoods.  It also transformed a dead-end street into an inviting gateway, and a fenced-off no-man's-land into a public open space and future community jewel.     The new trees, lawn, and ornamental grasses add both an active sense of “aliveness” and a peaceful slice of natural calm to the space. The benefits of plants have been quantified many ways – but the most striking effect of the new grasses and trees at Shissler is an unmeasurable infusion to the spirit, visible as passersby slow down, gaze, and breathe out, shoulders relaxing downward and faces lightening upward.     The design treated the project area and its neighborhoods as a place where further investment is inevitable, rather than as a one-shot deal. Thus it carried through to next level with the message of transformation: “Vibrance, quality of life, and sustainability are here to stay!” 
	AD Challenges: One of the design challenges was how to allocate and arrange all of the circulation elements in a way that maximized safety while meeting the needs of all forms of travel. Parking lot, sidewalk, and two new accessible curb ramps all had to work together.     It was important to recognize that while we all know we need to get more people out of their cars, into transit, and onto their feet, parking is a very important element at Shissler because people come fair distances, from where transit options are not readily available, to use the sports fields. Therefore it was necessary to use project resources not only to maintain ample parking, but also to improve the function and appearance of the lot.     In addition, prioritizing safety for all, and accessibility for disabled persons, meant designing the paved circulation surfaces to be larger – more generous sidewalks, wider driveways and aprons, and simpler edges that resulted in larger corner radii.        The main trade-off for prioritizing safety and giving due consideration to parking was that the design ended up with less impervious green area than would otherwise have been ideal. But the project still netted a reduction of over 4,000 square of paving, which was replaced with plantings.    
	AD Urban Context:      The Shissler project designed by PHS came out of the larger “Big Green Block” master planning process.  That planning process, together with the resultant construction projects and educational and programmatic outcomes, was a monumental achievement of collaboration and community engagement.     No less would suffice. The community around Shissler is demographically diverse, the neighborhoods are undergoing change, and in many ways Shissler Rec Center is a microcosm of its larger place. The robust diversity of the people who use the center naturally results in a demand on the facility for a wide range of uses.  In turn, Shissler's physical landscape needs to accommodate the dense, varied set of interests in good balance.       In the Big Green Block and its surrounding community, collaboration is not a buzzword – it is a meaty reality evidenced by productive, energized relationships that manifested tangible benefits in the Shissler project described here.     Close collaboration with all the partners allowed PHS designers to get information, answers, and important decisions in shockingly short turnaround time. That in turn provided the designers with the best, most comprehensive information to use in coming up with optimal compromises and solutions.     The close collaboration allowed PHS designers to concentrate monetary and staff resources on specific tasks where that was most beneficial, able to rely on the other partners to come through on their tasks.  On the other hand, the close collaboration also allowed PHS to combine resources with other partners when possible to maximize the design benefits.     The Shissler project and the larger collaborative effort of which it was a part constitute both a model for how investments in urban places need to happen in the future, and at the same time a tangible, here-and-now, real-life transformation of the physical landscape that has given a great infusion of sense of place, pride, and energy to the community.


